
Call-in by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, 12 May 2020 
Delivering a Climate Strategy for Southwark

Background

The April report set out our plans to deliver a climate strategy.  It sets out our 
intentions around engagement and plans to deliver the climate strategy by July.  It 
reflects both our commitment to this strategy being one for the whole borough that is 
both informed and delivered by our residents, businesses and partners, and also our 
commitment to the urgency of the climate emergency by publishing a strategy in 
July.

The report was written as the coronavirus pandemic was beginning.  At the time of 
writing the extent of restrictions were not known.  

Following postponement, cabinet considered the report while the country was on 
lockdown.  It was apparent that while we remain committed to both engagement and 
urgency, it would not be possible to deliver the plan in the report as set out.  
Therefore, additional officer advice was given to cabinet, reflecting that due to 
coronavirus some amendments would be necessary and that officers in consultation 
with the cabinet member could make such variations.  

The situation was changing rapidly, and therefore it was not possible at that stage to 
present an alternative engagement plan.  

Summary of Engagement in the Report

The report sets out a timetable for engagement with experts and the public to inform 
a report to come to cabinet in July.  After that there is a period of development of an 
action plan over the summer.  

Effect of COVID

In taking this work forward, the council is trying to balance two requirements: 1.  
Inclusive public engagement that reaches a breadth of residents and beyond those 
already engaged on this issue; 2. Urgency – that there is a climate emergency and 
that we need to move at pace to make the changes required to be carbon neutral by 
2030.

In light of COVID we have considered various options:

1. Original timetable, but changing how we engage by moving engagement 
online – this does not meet the first requirement.  As online only consultation 
will not enable us to reach the breadth of people that we want to.  To inform 
the July report, we would also have needed to promote this during the height 
of the COVID crisis, diverting communications resources from our emergency 
response.  We would be asking people to engage on this issue, while 
residents were managing a crisis situation.  We concluded that this was not 
appropriate.



2. Original engagement plan, but changing the timescale – this option would be 
as set out in the report, but delay engagement until after the lockdown, and 
most likely result in a report being published towards the end of the year.  This 
would fail our commitment to urgency by delaying the report until the end of 
the year, and it still does not remain clear what the limitations will be on social 
interaction in the long term.

3. Original timescale, but adjusting the engagement – this option enables us to 
continue to engage and to do some extensively.  This is the option that we 
want to pursue, and will set out details below.  

Proposed Changes

Using the structure set out in the cabinet report, and discussed with the partnership 
steering group, officers are drafting a strategy to be brought to cabinet in July.

Once this is agreed in July, we propose starting the period of engagement which was 
set out in the original report.  This means that we will engage with experts and 
individuals.  It means we can speak to a breadth of people as well as having detailed 
in depth discussions.  We anticipate that this will happen over the summer when we 
expect restrictions to have been reduced.  

The scale of engagement remains the same, but rather than engaging before the 
strategy is written, we will be engaging and consulting with residents on a drafted 
strategy.  This will enable much greater input into the detail of the report and allow 
experts to suggest changes much more easily.  

Ahead of July, officers have developed an on-line engagement hub for residents, 
groups and others to feed in ideas to inform the council’s climate work.  We have not 
launched this due to the comms priorities of the council being focused on COVID 
and now further because of the call-in of this decision, but pending the decision of 
the committee hope to be able to go live with this fairly soon.  

Due to the timescales involved, the feedback from this hub will not be able to 
meaningfully inform the July strategy.  We are proposing therefore that alongside the 
July strategy there is a report of initial findings that goes to cabinet so that they can 
consider this in relation to the report.  The findings of this hub will then also enable 
us to ensure that subsequent engagement over the summer if informed by what 
people are already telling us through the hub.

July Cabinet Report

The structure of the strategy was set out in appendix 1 of the April Cabinet paper.  
This sets out what each section would include, and is reproduced below for ease of 
reference for the committee.  

Given the urgency of climate change, officers have started work on writing the 
strategy with a full text being published in July.  Section 7 will set out areas where 
change is needed for us to meet our carbon goal. This will include the areas in each 



theme where carbon reduction is needed.   It will include a list of work that should be 
done to meet our carbon targets.  It is important though that this plan has had full 
engagement.  So while we anticipate producing a strategy that is comprehensive 
with details and overall ambitions, it must still be very open for change addition and 
amendment from our partners and community.  This means that engagement can be 
meaningful and most importantly shape the work that the strategy is doing,  this 
means that engagement can be meaningful and most importantly shape the work 
that the strategy is doing. 

For example – within section 7, which will form the main body of the strategy and be 
the basis for our climate action plan, officers will set out ideas and policies which we 
should be considering to become carbon neutral.  Following publication, we will then 
use this to talk with the public.  Have we got it right?  Is it ambitious enough?  Are 
there things missing?  This will mean that the public will be central to shaping the 
policy but be doing so based on background work that has already been carried out 
by officers.  

We will develop measurable targets by which success in the borough can be 
measured. To do this meaningfully, we will need to engage fully.  July will therefore 
set out the scope of our ambition but then through engagement we can agree with 
stakeholders and others quantifiable targets.  Central to the strategy is the position 
that this is a strategy for the whole borough, not just the council.  Therefore, to 
develop targets which people, businesses and others sign up to, we need to properly 
engage with them, otherwise they will not have the buy-in needed for success.  

Outcome

Officers are confident, that given the unprecedented global crisis of COVID, the 
council is able to continue to deliver a strategy on time with the urgency required by 
the climate emergency.  Officers are also confident that we do not have to 
compromise on the quality of the engagement or scope, but that to do the 
engagement required will need to shift it slightly later in the process.  



Appendix 1 – Draft Structure
 

1. Executive Summary 

An accessible summary, which can be widely used and promoted to explain what the 
strategy is doing, and what we all need to do to achieve the ambition of carbon 
neutrality.

2. Foreword

Cabinet Member for Environment, Transport and the Climate Emergency sets out the 
council’s vision and ambition for this strategy.  

3. Introduction

Explanation of why a climate strategy is needed, and needed now is required. 
Alongside this, evidence of the impact of climate change on Southwark and the 
rationale for the 2030 deadline.  This section will set the council’s ambition on the 
context of a wider response by local authorities and others to the crisis.  

4. Principles and approach

Explanation of the principles which will shape the strategy and the ideas that will 
guide how the council responds to the climate emergency.  This will include a 
leadership statement so that we are clear about our ambition and approach.  
Paragraph 43 of this report set out the council’s initial ideas which will shape this 
section of the strategy, but will reflect our commitment to social justice and tackling 
inequality as well as our commitment to be open, honest and accountable and how 
we will work as a partner with others to deliver.  

5. Baseline

Obtaining accurate data on carbon emissions in the borough is a challenge for the 
council.  We are working with London Councils to develop a London-wide approach 
which will enable borough’s to be transparent about what is happening in their 
boroughs and identify areas where work needs to be done.  However, while this work 
is ongoing, there is still a need for a means of measuring progress to ensure that we 
are accountable for the work we are doing.  This section will therefore baseline our 
current carbon emissions as a borough with the best data we have available to 
ensure that we can start to measure progress and make informed decisions that 
include carbon impact.  
 

6. Ambition

This section will outline an alternative future in which the borough is more sustainable 
and we have reduced our carbon emissions.  This will also outline the co-benefits of 
carbon reduction to issues such as health, resilience and the local economy creating 
a fairer future and a more just Southwark.  

7. Themes 

This section will form the main part of the report and include a comprehensive plan of 
changes that need to happen across a range of areas.  These include

a. Construction, building and regeneration



b. Energy
c. Transport and travel
d. Biodiversity, trees and greening
e. Food and consumption
f. Waste and recycling

For each theme, this section will explore what needs to happen to become carbon 
neutral, and the measures that need to be taken.  It will consider what our approach 
should be to each as well as what are the ideas that need to be developed in order to 
take action. Throughout our period of public engagement we will review whether 
these remain the right areas of work, or whether additional areas are needed such as 
consumption or healthy living. This section will be split into three areas of work:

a. Small changes to current policies – these ideas include policies we already have 
in place but which need some changes to make them more efficient or deliver 
differently.  It is not a significant departure from the council’s existing work, but 
improves what we already do.

b. New policies with significant change – these ideas include pursuing a new 
approach and changing what and how we do things.  For this section, we will 
know what we need to do, and will have the powers and ability to do them, but we 
will need a significant change in approach to deliver them.

c. Major structural change – these ideas are things that need to happen to achieve 
carbon neutrality, but there are major barriers (for example financial, political or 
legislative).  Ideas in this section may require new powers for councils, major 
financial changes or other innovation.  These ideas may include some that we 
consider need to be delivered, but we do not know, at this stage, how practically 
they can be delivered.  The challenge of the action plan will be to develop 
strategies to turn these ideas into deliverable policy.  

In addition, the strategy should consider work that is already underway and needs to 
continue because of the positive impact that it has on the climate emergency.



Proposed policy matrix

Small changes 
to current 
policies

New policies 
with significant 
change

Major structural 
change

Construction, building, 
and regeneration    

Energy    

Transport and Travel    

Biodiversity, trees and 
greening    

Food and consumption    

Waste and recycling    

8. Action Plan 

After the strategy is adopted, officers will develop a detailed action plan for the 
borough.  This section will set out how this will be done and the areas of work that 
need to be delivered.  It will identify who has the power and influence to deliver these 
areas of work and what the council can do through direct control, funding, policy 
change and procurement change.  

9. Governance and Engagement

This section will agree plans on reporting, governance and future engagement.  
Including how we facilitate others to deliver, through partnerships.  It will set out 
proposals for an ongoing climate conversation to develop and maintain support in the 
community and to ensure that we remain connected and accountable to the 
community.  It will also set out our approach to partnership working on this issue.  


